Sex Attack Ruled Out

MRS. WATSON STRANGLING

The Paper That Tells Both Sides

Dental Chart Aids Identity

Panel Says Scott Tapped Gulf Fund

Dental Chart Aids Identity

Lenders Back Tax Proposal

Postal Rate Hike Clears Last hurdle

Inside News

George Colson
George Colson didn't shave, and was
looking closely into several letters he
was holding in his hand.

Rupeing Asked

State supreme court rules on the ritual of
a lawyer's being "sworn in" to office.

Coaches Improved

The high school football coach, his hands
locked behind his back, looked at the
scoreboard.
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Switzer Scores At Bowl Luncheon

Big Red Size Wows Crowd Of 1,200

By JOHN CLAUS

The Oklahoma Journal

The Big Red Bowl Luncheon was a success, with the swimmers and divers from U of Oklahoma and Oklahoma City Univer-

sity taking part.

The luncheon was held at the Oklahoma City hotel and featured a banquet with a performance by the Oklahoma City

Owl band. The event was sponsored by the Oklahoma City Chamber of Commerce and the Oklahoma City Sports

Council.
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Outstanding Values.

YOUR CHOICE

21.4-CUBIC FEET REFRIGERATOR OR 20.1-CUBIC FOOT REFRIGERATOR

399.88
REGULARLY 518.95 - 528.95

21.4-Cubic Feet Refrigerator has big freezing 8.6 cu. ft. space-saving adjustable refrigeration section, 7-day meat keeper, and dual cold controls, available in stainless or white.

20.1-Cubic Foot Refrigerator is all freezers — no more easy defrosting. Big 6.0 cu. ft. freezer, 7-day meat keeper, dual controls, solid control.

Team up, save $50
Big 18-lb. capacity shortens your washday.

Save $30
6-cycle washer.

249.88

Save $20
Electric dryer.

169.88

You can depend on us.

ARIZONA 

Ward

spirit of value 76

PENNSquare
Three Couples Take Vows During Church Ceremonies

Bridal Notes

Gobel Didn't Always Have Crewcut

Lag Cited In State Job Equality

OG&E Plans '76 Building

Sighting Reopens Vet Hunt

City Man Cleared In Woman's Rape

Police To Free Man In Shooting

HARLOW ELECTED TO UTILITY POST

CORRECTION

In Sidon Blockade's ad in today's "Football Bowl" based product or trench coat is advertised with "Sidon" Sidon slimmer. This is incorrect, and is not included in the catalog. We regret this error and hope it has not inconvenienced you.
Land Fuss Called ‘Personal Thing’

New Year’s Celebrants Offered Varied Fare In City
Philip Morris Announces The First Major Step Since The Filter Cigarette.

'Enriched Flavor' discovery revealed for new low tar cigarette.

Even since filters were first introduced to cigarettes the trend has been to limit cigarette tar.
Rozelle Rule Sacked

OCU Falls In Overtime
Huskers Squeeze Cowboys

Sooner Bounce Cyclones, 71-51

Wednesday Briefing

Burgess Is Blazer Of Week

Caps Get McNab

Prices Fall In Moderate Trading As Hopes For Rally Dim

New York Stock Exchange

American
Drive Safely

DEATH
Knows No Holiday...

It works round the clock ... 365 days a year! And it pays on drivers who've had "one for the road." But the saddest thing is it also takes its toll in innocent passengers, pedestrians and other drivers. Make this a happy ... healthy ... New Year. Step and think about it. Do you really need another drink? If you do ... don't get behind the wheel of a car! And throughout the season, and the year, drive as if your life depends on it. Because it does. Have a safe holiday.
Michigan Boasts Speedy Rivals
by Tom Dirato

MICHIGAN—When Michigan coach Bo Schembechler talked about his Michigan team, he was thinking of a big record.

"Our team will have a lot of speed," he said. "And we'll have a lot of energy." And we'll have a lot of heart," he added.

Schembechler, who is also the head coach of the Oklahoma Sooners, was referring to the team's speed and energy in the upcoming game against the Sooners.

The Sooners, who are the defending national champions, have a reputation for their speed and physicality. Schembechler was confident that his team could keep up with the Sooners.

"The Sooners are fast," he said. "But we're fast, too. We'll match their speed and we'll match their intensity."
A TOAST TO THE ORANGE BOWL...

ORANGE JUICE
OF COURSE
32 OZ. SIZE
$1.29

100% ORANGE JUICE
FROM FLORIDA

THREE ISN'T ANOTHER BEVERAGE
THAT'S A BETTER VALUE THAN
100% PURE ORANGE JUICE FROM FLORIDA.

Just pennies a glass.

SAFEWAY

TV rosters

ANNOUNCEMENT
FALL & WINTER CLEARANCE
SUITS, SPORTCOATS
AND SLACKS
REDUCED 20%

by mike harmon

The year's best collection of Slacks, Sportcoats and Suits are today's bargains! There's no one like us to bring you the best in casual and business clothing! See this collection in your Safeway today.

Alabama, and its friend, sweeten the sugar pot

SUGAR

PAPER

31

Dec

31
Wolfpack, Mountaineers to reenact massacre?

by Arnold Hamilton

In a shocking move, Virginia and the University of North Carolina announced they would reenact the 1958 massacre of the Virginia Tech football team by the Mountaineers during a game in 1958.

The massacre, which resulted in the deaths of 32 players and coaches, has been a source of controversy and debate for decades. The two universities, along with the NCAA, have been under pressure to address the issue.

By reenacting the massacre, the universities hope to bring closure to the victims and their families. However, the move has been met with criticism from some who believe it is too soon to reopening these wounds.

Van Camp almost a Wolverine

by Mike Harmon

In a surprise move, Michigan Wolverines have signed Van Camp, a high school player from Michigan, to their team for the upcoming season.

Van Camp, who has been on Michigan's radar for months, was expected to commit to the Buckeyes. However, the Wolverines have made a strong push, and Van Camp has decided to join the team.

The move has been met with excitement from Michigan fans, who see Van Camp as a key component to the team's success.

GO BIG RED

Beat...Michigan

SIRLOIN STOCKADE

SOUND CENTER INC

GOT A JANUARY TUMMY?
TRY OUR LOW CALORIE SIZZLIN SIRLOIN DINNER

$2.39

YORK
BORG-WARNER
Climaster IV
GAS FIRED
FORCED AIR
FURNACE

masterminds
the wintertime
climate of your home.
REMEMBER
30% ECONOMY
+ 20% INSTALLATION
100% EFFICIENCY

DRABEK & HILL INC

BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA

10 OKLAHOMA CITY LOCATIONS

775-983, 675-2263
SAVE $70 ON YOUR Choice of 100% SOLID STATE MAGNAVOX Color Consoles!

25" diagonal Magnavox Videomatic Color Console
Space-saving in size, big in performance features....like adjoining its own picture to changing room light for great viewing whether your room is light or dark. A super bright Multi-Brite Picture Tube, plus the economy of a solid-state chassis (just a tenth the electricity than conventional tube sets). Two authentic styles available.

YOUR CHOICE

ONLY

$599

100% Solid-State Portables

SAVE $50.00

NOW ONLY

$299

13" Solid-State Color Portable

opened...

"If you’re looking for the economy and convenience of small-screen viewing, we present for your own "home world" of enjoyment that you’ll love the outstanding Magnavox value. Model 6005...with a built-in fine tuning that locks by station signals for an accurately tuned picture on UHF and VHF channels...the realism of extra tested for extra reliability...100% solid-state simplicity...plus the Precision in-Line Tube System for optimum performance and minimum service. Best of all you’ll love the price."

We Specialize in Magnavox TV-Stereo Service
943-3357

19" Solid-State Color Portable

opened...

"Just look at all the features of model 6250...and you’ll know why this is such a great Magnavox value: 100% solid-state chassis for nearly indestructible and economical performance; less electricity than tube sets...automatic fine tuning...accurately tuned picture on UHF and VHF channels...the Precision in-Line Tube System for optimum performance and minimum service...extra tested for extra reliability...and, just look at the low, low price."

Phipps Appliance Centers and Magnavox

SAVE UP TO 50% On Good Selection Of High Performance Stereo Components & Equipment
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